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Public discourse on the still-to-be-decided United States presidential elections has focused on the 
reliability and the validity of voting procedures. Elegant disquisitions have been offered on the virtues of 
machine counts versus hand counts, full versus partial perforations, the positioning of candidate names 
and associated circles that need to be filled in, and so on. But beyond attention to voting procedures has 
been a focus on human motive. The most salient question has been whether people voted for whom 
they intended. But to sustain the essence of a representative democracy one might as well question why 
people voted for a candidate. Might it not be that some people have more valid reasons for voting than 
others? Should votes based on the physical looks of a candidate be given equal with votes based on 
inaccurate recollections of a candidate's speeches or accurate assessments of a candidate's position on a 
political Issue? Or how about how conflicted a voter was about their vote? Should the True Believer be 
given more, the same, or less weight, than the unsure? Should a special interest vote be equated with 
one based on a broad assessment of multiple Issues? 
 
In fact, whether searching for the purest voting behavior or purest voting motive, one is only assured of 
endless wandering in the desert. Whether assessing external or internal measures of reliability and 
validity, one ineluctably comes back to politics and power. And this is not a cause for shame, but the 
way things are and should be within a political process. (See Anastasio, P. A., Rose, K. C., & Chapman, J. 
(1999). Can the media create public opinion? A social-identity approach. Current Directions in 
Psychological Science, 8, 152-155; Berman, D. R., & Johnson, R. M. (2000). Age, ambition, and the local 
charter: A study in voting behavior. Social Science Journal, 37, 19-26; Hagerty, M. R., Naik, P., Tsai, C.-L. 
(2000). The effects of quality of life on national elections: A multi-country analysis. Social Indicators 
Research, 49, 347-362; Randall, T.M. (1997). Supernatural belief and political alienation. Perceptual and 
Motor Skills, 84, 1394; Wantchekon, L. (1999). On the nature of first democratic elections. Journal of 
Conflict Resolution, 43, 245-258.) (Keywords: Elections, Politics, United States.) 
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